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Abstract

In a large-scale adaptive mobile wireless network, mobile units can communicate via either ad hoc or server-based communications.
Ad hoc communication allows mobile units in close proximity to exchange messages directly. Server-based communication allows long
distance contact between mobile units but must be supported by mobile servers. This paper investigates the partitioning problem as it
applies to the assignment of mobile nodes, which contain mobile units in close proximity, to mobile servers under constraints of wireless
transmission range and available bandwidth. This problem is even more difficult when the topologies of the mobile node connection
graph and the mobile server network graph are dynamically changing. Given appropriate definitions for valid partitions in our frame-
work, this paper shows the associated decision-based partition problems are NP-complete. In this paper, we propose assigning mobile
nodes to mobile servers using efficient heuristic algorithms such that communication requirements among mobile nodes are successfully
met by mobile servers. The simulation environment simulates a dynamically modified network topology of a wireless network consisting
of roaming mobile nodes. The results show that proposed heuristic algorithms can yield effective assignments with a performance similar
to that produced by exhaustive approaches.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A large-scale adaptive mobile wireless network is com-
posed of mobile servers and mobile units working together.
Such a system [1,2] can be found for example on a battle-
field, where mobile units such as tanks, airplanes and com-
mand centres are required to communicate in real-time. In
some cases this would occur directly through point-to-
point connections, but on most occasions communications
must be supported by mobile servers. Because mobile units
have a short transmission range, mobile servers can route
messages between distant units. When a mobile unit is
inserted, deleted or moved to another geographical area,
0140-3664/$ - see front matter � 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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its connection requirements will change dynamically. At
the same time, the mobile server network is also likely to
change, for example, by the addition or deletion of being
a mobile server. The challenge for such an adaptive wireless
communication system is then to design efficient algorithms
for adaptively assigning mobile units to mobile servers.

A large-scale adaptive mobile wireless network is not the
only type of wireless communication system to make use of
both mobile servers and mobile units, although it is the
type to incorporate both mobile servers and direct commu-
nications between mobile units. Cellular mobile networks
[3,4] for example consist of mobile units and mobile servers
(or base stations). There are no direct communications
among mobile units and message exchange must be via a
mobile server. Mobile ad hoc networks [5–7] differ from
both cellular and adaptive systems in that they contain
no mobile servers, requiring some mobile units to function
as routers. In this approach, routing protocols select a
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Fig. 1. (a) Wireless communication requirements among mobile units. (b)
The simplified mobile node connection graph.
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mobile unit to act as a virtual mobile server in a group of
mobile hosts [8–10]. The drawback of this approach is that
it places a heavy computational burden on the selected unit
that can create a potential system bottleneck [11–13]. Nei-
ther the cellular nor the mobile ad hoc network model can
handle a dynamically changing large-scale wireless network
well. In previous work [14–17], the authors discussed the
combination of cellular wireless networks and mobile ad
hoc wireless networks to produce a hybrid wireless net-
work. In this paper, we investigate a mixed infrastructure
of a wireless network that achieves scalability by incorpo-
rating direct communications and reliability by making
use of mobile servers.

To represent the configuration of a large-scale adaptive
mobile wireless network, we use two graphs, the mobile

node connection graph and the mobile server network graph.
The mobile node connection graph models the connection
requirements of mobile nodes. Each mobile node repre-
sents a group of mobile units, within which mobile units
can directly contact each other without the need for routing
assistance from mobile servers. Communication between
any two mobile nodes, however, must be sustained by
mobile servers. The mobile server network graph represents
the network topology of the mobile servers. If a direct con-
nection does not exist between two mobile servers, message
delivery is routed through intermediate mobile servers. The
configuration of these two graphs change as the adaptive
mobile network changes.

The problem of assigning mobile units to mobile servers
is a problem of how to partition a mobile node graph given
available resources in a mobile server network graph. In
some parameter types, this partitioning problem is NP-
complete [18]. This issue has been well addressed in previ-
ous work. The complexity of special cases of the graph par-
tition problem is analyzed in [19]. [20] proposes a balanced
bipartition heuristic algorithm to solve the min-cut prob-
lem in terms of network flow. An efficient partition can
minimize the overall cost of a system [21], balance the
workload in a wireless communication network [22], as well
as maintain optimal network structure in a mobile-switch
ATM network [23]. A successful partitioning assignment
satisfies constraints in both mobile servers (e.g., bandwidth
capacity) and mobile nodes (e.g., position location). An
efficient partition aims to minimize the number of nodes
that are not serviced in an adaptive wireless system given
limited resources.

In this paper, we propose assigning mobile nodes to
mobile servers using efficient heuristic algorithms. We first
model a large-scale wireless network by using two graphs
and formally define a valid partition for mapping a set of
mobile nodes to a set of mobile servers. We then prove that
the partitioning problem is NP-complete when we search
for optimal solutions with given conditions. To support
the maximum number of mobile nodes within a limited
number of mobile servers, we developed three heuristic
algorithms: ANS, GREEDY, IGREEDY. The ANS algo-
rithm shows a means of distributed calculation of a parti-
tion while the GREEDY, IGREEDY algorithms need to
acquire the system overall resources. We compared them
with another two algorithms: MINcut and MAXcv that
exhaustively search for optimal solutions. Simulations
show that an initial partition generated by the MINcut

algorithm can cover mobile nodes maximally in some cases.
However, exhaustive algorithms are not suitable for a large
wireless network consisting of a large number of mobile
nodes and servers. Nevertheless, a dynamically changing
wireless environment, such as mobile nodes moving around
and mobile servers insertion/deletion etc., makes the per-
formance of the MINcut algorithm close to the GREEDY

and IGREEDY algorithms that have polynomial time run-
ning. The IGREEDY algorithm produced the best result of
the three proposed heuristic algorithms, reducing the num-
ber of mobile nodes that were not serviced by any mobile
servers by up to 55.2% compared with the ANS algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we introduce graph models to represent a large-scale
adaptive mobile network. Section 3 gives definitions related
to the partitioning problem. In Section 4, the partitioning
problem is proved to be NP-complete under certain
conditions. In Section 5 we present efficient algorithms
for solving the partitioning problem. Section 6 describes
the simulation model and discusses the simulation results.
Section 7 offers our conclusions.

2. Adaptive mobile network models

In this section, we describe graph models for character-
izing a large-scale wireless communication system, in which
there may exist both mobile units and mobile servers. In
some scenarios, such as on a battlefield or in an outdoor
real-time exploration, the communication channel between
two units must be maintained for a long time. The commu-
nication requirements of all of the mobile units can be cap-
tured using a mobile node connection graph. Mobile
servers are able to provide long distance contact between
two mobile units because they have longer transmission
range and can behave as routers. A mobile server network
graph is used to describe available resources that can sus-
tain mobile units.
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Fig. 1(a) provides an example of the communication
requirements of a number of mobile units. Fig. 1(b) is a
simplified mobile node connection graph. Each node in
Fig. 1(a) represents a mobile unit. An edge connecting
two mobile units shows that a communication requirement
exists between them. Two closely neighboring mobile units
can have direct contacts. We use a solid line to represent
direct contact. Mobile units a1 and a2, a3 and a4, a3 and
c1 etc. have direct communications and we use solid lines
to connect them. A dotted line indicates that two mutually
distant units require the routing service of a mobile server.
A number beside a dotted line indicates the channel band-
width requirement. As clusters contain mobile units in
close proximity and these units can contact each other
directly, connections within clusters are indicated by dotted
lines. Fig. 1(b) simplifies Fig. 1(a) by representing each
cluster as a mobile node, within which, it should be remem-
bered, there is no need for the routing work of a mobile ser-
ver. The new bandwidth requirement between any two
mobile nodes in a simplified graph is the weighted sum of
all original dotted connection lines between two clusters.
The value of 4 for the link (a,c) in Fig. 1(b) comes from
the addition of the weight (a4,c3) and (a2,c2), which is
1 + 3. Based on the understanding of the mobile node con-
nection graph in a wireless system, we have Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.1. A mobile node connection graph GN =
ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ is an edge-weighted undirected graph where
VN is a set of nodes representing mobile nodes, EN is a set
of edges representing communication links between mobile
nodes, w(ei) indicates bandwidth requirement of edge ei,
and C(vi) represents a set of mobile server candidates for
node vi 2 VN.

Given a node v 2 VN, the set C(v) represents those
mobile servers that node v is able to directly connect to
without route relay. w(euv) denotes the weight of an edge
euv 2 EN that shows the bandwidth requirement for a suc-
cessful communication between mobile nodes u and v. This
communication link can either be supported within a
mobile server, or through a routing path relayed by several
mobile servers when C(u) \ C(v) = ;.

The scenario depicted in Fig. 2(a) shows a mobile server
connection. Fig. 2(b) represents this scenario as a graph.
We chose to use mobile servers because in a large wireless
communication system the mobile server infrastructure can
improve system performance tremendously, allowing, for
1
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Fig. 2. (a) Available resources in mobile servers. (b) The characterized
mobile server connection graph.
example, long distance contact and broadband communi-
cation. In Fig. 2(a), each server reserves a bandwidth
capacity for the communication of mobile nodes within
its coverage, 10 Mbits/s for both server s1 and server s2.
Another bandwidth exists between two mobile servers for
their communication if they are inside the transmission
range of each other. The available bandwidth is shown
by a connecting edge and its weight. Thus, edge e12 con-
nects mobile servers s1 and s2 and the assigned bandwidth
is 17 Mbits/s. Definition 2.2 defines the mobile server net-
work graph.

Definition 2.2. A mobile server network graph GS =
ÆVS,ES,ce,cvæ is a node-weighted edge-weighted undirected
graph where VS is a set of nodes representing mobile
servers, ES is a set of edges representing communication
links between mobile servers, the edge weight ce(es) stands
for the available bandwidth capacity between those two
mobile servers connected by edge es, and the node weight
cv(vs) stands for the bandwidth capacity of a mobile server
vs, which will provide service for a set of mapped mobile
nodes that communicate with each other through mobile
server vs.

Given a graph GS, let MinCut(si, sj) denote the minimum
cut of all paths from si to sj. We define ceserver(si,sj) to be the
available maximum bandwidth between mobile server si

and sj, which implies ceserverðsi; sjÞ ¼
P

e2MinCutðsi ;sjÞwðeÞ.

3. Definitions of a valid partition

It is difficult to design a valid partition for mapping a set
of mobile nodes to a set of mobile servers because a mobile
server has a limited transmission range and limited band-
width capacity. The design problem becomes even harder
when both mobile servers and mobile nodes can freely
move, as in an adaptive wireless network. The geographical
topology of a mobile server network can change, and so
can the topology of a mobile node connection graph.
Topology changes may be the result of dynamic insertions
or deletions of both mobile nodes and servers as well as
being the result of their movement. For instance, in a
defined mobile node connection graph model GN, the
mobility of a mobile node v leads to the dynamic change
of C(v). This may happen when v leaves an area covered
by a particular group of servers.

System performance can be improved if a greater
number of mobile nodes can obtain services in a
dynamic wireless communication environment. This
requires the valid partition of mobile nodes to mobile
servers. This partition problem can be described as fol-
lows: Establish a mapping from a set of nodes in GN

to a set of nodes in GS, such that the connection as well
as bandwidth requirements for any two connected mobile
nodes in GN are satisfied, given the bandwidth capacity
and location constraints on mobile servers in GS. In
some cases, only part of a mobile node can be mapped
to a mobile server. In our formal description, a valid
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partition must conform to three constraints: the position
constraint for a mobile node to its candidate mobile
servers, the bandwidth constraint that a mobile server
be able to provide services to communication require-
ments inside it, and the bandwidth constraint on a
mobile server functioning as a relay router.

Definition 3.1. Given a valid partition that is a mapping
from the node set VN in a mobile node connection graph
GN = ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ to the node set VS in a mobile server
network graph GS = ÆVS, ES,ce,cvæ, then a valid partition
satisfies following constraints:

• If vi (vi 2 VN) is mapped to sj (sj 2 VS), sj must be in
C(vi).

• If any two mobile nodes connected by an edge ei

(ei 2 EN) are mapped into the same mobile server sj, then
cvðsjÞP

P
wðeiÞ.

• Let Wi,j represent the total communication bandwidth
requirement between mobile server si and sj. Then,
ceserver(si, sj) P Wi, j.

If a node v is mapped to (or covered by) a server s, the
server s is able to provide routing services to meet all
communication requirements of v and this node v does
not need to be mapped to another server. If an edge e

is mapped to (or covered by) a server s after a partition,
the server s should build a wireless channel that reserves
a quantity of available bandwidth equivalent to the edge
weight w(e). We define some edge sets relevant to the
computing of a valid partition in Definition 3.2 where
the edge set Einside(si) consists of all edges in the node con-
nection graph GN that are totally covered by mobile ser-
ver si, and the edge set Eacross(si,sj) consists of all edges
that are covered by both mobile server si and mobile ser-
ver sj.

Definition 3.2. Given a mobile node connection graph
GN = ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ, a mobile server network graph
GS = ÆVS,ES,ce,cvæ, and a mapping

• let Einside(si) be a set of edges euv 2 EN for si 2 VS, such
that both mobile nodes u,v are mapped to mobile server
si.

• let Eacross(si, sj) be a set of edges exy 2 EN for si, sj 2 VS,
where the communication channel between mobile node
x and y is built through mobile servers si and sj.

To define the amount of server bandwidth consumed
after a mapping, we have Definition 3.3.

Definition 3.3. Given a mobile node connection graph
GN = ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ, a mobile server network graph
GS = ÆVS,ES,ce,cvæ, and a mapping

• let cv 0(si) be the consumed bandwidth of server si and
cv0ðsiÞ ¼

P
wðejÞ, "ej 2 Einside(si).
• let ce0serverðsi; sjÞ be the consumed bandwidth between
mobile server si and sj in the graph GS and
ce0serverðsi; sjÞ ¼

P
wðekÞ, "ek 2 Eacross(si, sj), i „ j.

• let ce0serverðsiÞ be the consumed bandwidth of mobile ser-
ver si and ce0serverðsiÞ ¼

P
8j 6¼ice0serverðsi; sjÞ.

In this paper, we investigate undirected graphs GN and
GS, which implies that the minimum cut in a mapping
has the property as MinCut(si, sj) = MinCut(sj, si), and
the amount of consume bandwidth has the property as
ceserver(si, sj) = ceserver(sj, si) and ce0serverðsi; sjÞ ¼ ce0server

ðsj; siÞ. Following above definitions, Theorem 3.1 is given
below.

Theorem 3.1. Given a mobile node connection graph
GN = ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ and a mobile server network graph

GS = ÆVS,ES,ce, cvæ, a partition is valid:

• If vi (vi 2 VN) is mapped to si (si 2 VS), si must be in C(vi).

• "si 2 VS, cv(si) P cv 0(si) and "i „ j, ceserverðsi; sjÞP
ce0serverðsi; sjÞ.

Proof 1. By Definitions 3.1–3.3 h

Given a graph GN, the partitioning problem is depicted
as exploring a successful mapping of nodes in VN to nodes
in GS, such that the sum of the weights of the edges covered
inside a mobile server si is less than cv(si) and the total
bandwidth requirement between si and sj is smaller than
ceserver(si, sj). Let us consider a simple scenario in which
two mobile servers are available and any node can be
mapped into any mobile server. Fig. 2(b) shows a mobile
server network graph GS featuring two mobile servers
VS = {s1, s2} and one connecting edge ES = {e12}. The sys-
tem resources are ce(e12) = 17, cv(s1) = cv(s2) = 10, which
implies ceserver(s1, s2) = 17. Fig. 3(a) shows a mobile node
connection graph GN featuring seven nodes and VN =
{a,b,c,d,e, f,g}. The data on each edge stands for a
communication bandwidth requirement between two
mobile nodes. Fig. 3(b) shows a valid partition. According
to Definition 3.2, we know Einside(s1) = {eab,ead,eac,ecd},
Einside(s2) = {eef,eeg,efg}, Eacross(s1,s2) = {ebe,ebf,edf,ecg}.
Furthermore, cv 0(s1) = w(eab) + w(ead) + w(eac) + w(ecd) =
10, cv 0(s2) = w(eef) + w(eeg) + w(efg) = 10, ce0serverðs1; s2Þ ¼
wðebeÞ þ wðebf Þ þ wðedf Þ þ wðecgÞ ¼ 17. In this example,
the partition meets cv(s1) P cv 0(s1), cv(s2) P cv 0(s2) and
ceserverðs1; s2ÞP ce0serverðs1; s2Þ. The valid partition complies
with Theorem 3.1. It happens that there is no more band-
width left after the mapping under the given conditions.

4. Partitioning problems – NP-complete

The partitioning problem can vary according to different
objectives. In this section, we pose three questions. We
prove that it is NP-hard to obtain a valid partition for these
subinstances.
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Fig. 3. (a) Graph GN with seven mobile nodes. (b) A valid mapping from GN to GS in Fig. 2(b).
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INSTANCE. Mobile node connection graph GN =
ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ, mobile server network graph GS = ÆVS,ES,
ce,cvæ, jVSj = n, nonnegative integer K.

• Question 1. Can we partition VN into n disjoint sets V S1
,

. . ., V Sn such that "i, mobile nodes in the set V Si are cov-
ered by mobile server si, cv(si) � cv 0(si) is at least K and
"i„j, ceserverðsi; sjÞP ce0serverðsi; sjÞ?

• Question 2. Can we partition VN into n disjoint sets V S1
,

. . .,V Sn such that "i, mobile nodes in the set V Si are cov-
ered by mobile server si,

1
n

Pn
i¼1cv0ðsiÞ is at most K,

cv(si) P cv 0(si) and "i„j, ceserverðsi; sjÞP ce0serverðsi; sjÞ?
• Question 3. Can we partition VN into n disjoint sets V S1

,
. . .,V Sn such that "i, mobile nodes in the set V Si are cov-
ered by mobile server si,

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j>i ce0serverðsi; sjÞ is at

most K, cv(si) P cv 0(si) and "i„j, ceserverðsi; sjÞP
ce0serverðsi; sjÞ?

Given the instance, Question 1 tries to maintain a left
communication bandwidth of K inside any mobile server.
Question 2 seeks the lowest total bandwidth consumption
of all mobile servers. Question 3 aims to minimize the total
bandwidth used for the routing through all mobile servers.
We will show that to find a solution for any of these ques-
tions is NP-hard.

Theorem 4.1. The problem described in Question 1 is NP-

complete.

Proof 2.

1. The problem is NP. Given a partition we can easily ver-
ify it in polynomial time.

2. We show that the well-known Bin Packing [18] problem
can be transformed into an instance of Question 1. The
Bin Packing [18] problem can be defined as fol-
lows:INSTANCE: A finite set U of m items; for each
item ui (1 6 i 6 m) in U a positive integer size s(ui); posi-
tive integers B (called the bin capacity) and
n 6 m.QUESTION: Can U be partitioned into n disjoint
sets U1, . . . ,Un such that for each Ui (1 6 i 6 n) the total
sum of the sizes of the items in Ui does not exceed B?
3. Given an instance of the Bin Packing problem, we build
an instance of Question 1 as follows: Let the mobile ser-
ver number be n and K = 0. Let cv(si) = B (1 6 i 6 n)
and the weight of ce for each mobile server be 0, which
means that there are no connections among mobile serv-
ers. The construction of graph GS is complete.Given
each ui 2 U, we draw an edge with weight s(ui). The
two nodes connected by the edge are named v2i and
v2i+1, i.e., VN = {v2i,v2i+1j"ui 2 U, i = 1, . . . ,m} and
jVNj = 2 Æ jUj = 2m. We draw edges, of weight 0, that
connect node v2i and every other nodes except node
v2i+1. Thus graph GN is a complete graph and the weight
of each edge is either in the set U (if the edge connects
nodes v2i and v2i+1) or 0. Suppose that each node in
VN can be covered by any mobile server. The construc-
tion of graph GN is complete. The building of the
instance of Question 1 is done in polynomial time.
Because a valid mapping has to meet the bandwidth
requirements and because the weight of ce for each
mobile server is 0, an edge having its weight in the set
U cannot be the edge of two nodes covered by two dif-
ferent mobile servers. Thus, a partition of node set VN

in graph GN into n node sets from V S1
to V Sn guarantees

that all edges having weights in the set U are covered
inside mobile servers. Let P be the partition that con-
tains these n node sets and P ¼ fV S1

; . . . ; V Sng. Given
each ui (1 6 i 6 m), its corresponding edge (v2i,v2i+1) in
GN should be exactly in one node set in P. From V Si

we derive a node set Ti such that Ti contains a node uj

if and only if ðv2i; v2iþ1Þ 2 V Si . Let Q = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tn}
and Q is a partition of U into n disjoint sets. Because
we define K = 0 and cv(si) = B, the partition P is satisfi-
able to Question 1 if and only if Q is satisfiable to the Bin

Packing problem. h

Fig. 3(b) provides a solution to Question 1 given the
partitioning requirements K = 0 and n = 2. When
ce(e12) = 17, cv(s1) = cv(s2) = 10, we reach the conclusion
that cv(si) � cv 0(si) is at least 0 and ceserverðs1; s2Þ ¼
ce0serverðs1; s2Þ ¼ 17 (ceserverðs1; s2ÞP ce0server ðs;s2Þ) for each
mobile server.
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Theorem 4.2. The problem described in Question 2 is NP-

complete.

Proof 3.

1. The problem is NP. Given a partition we can easily ver-
ify it in polynomial time.

2. We show that a known NP-complete problem-MAX

CUT problem in [18] can be transformed into an
instance of Question 2. The MAX CUT problem is
defined as:INSTANCE: Graph G = (V 0,E 0), weight
u(e) 2 Z+ for each e 2 E 0, positive integer M.QUES-

TION: Is there a partition of V 0 into disjoint sets V1

and V2 such that the sum of the weights of the edges
from E 0 that have one endpoint in V1 and one endpoint
in V2 is at least M?

3. Given an instance of the MAX CUT problem, we
build an instance of Question 2 as follows: Let the
mobile server number be n = 2. Suppose that two
mobile servers are s1 and s2 (VS = {s1, s2}) with a con-
necting edge e12 (ES = {e12}). From graph G, let
J ¼

P
8e2E0uðeÞ and be the weight of cv,ce for each

mobile server, i.e., cv(s1) = cv(s2) = ce(e12) = J. Let
graph GN be isomorphic to graph G, that is E = E 0,
VN = V 0, and "e 2 E 0, its corresponding edge in E

has the same weight w(e) = u(e). We assume that each
node in VN can be covered by both mobile server s1

and mobile server s2. Such assumption defines C for
graph GN. Graphs GN and GS are completely con-
structed. Let K ¼ 1

2
ðJ �MÞ. The building of the

instance of Question 2 is done in polynomial time.
If we solve the problem for Question 2, we can find a
solution for the MAX CUT problem. Since the mobile
server number is two, we have ceserver(s1, s2) =
ce(e12) = J. A cut splits graph GN into two parts. Each
part is covered by one mobile server. This means that
the sum of the weights of the edges with end nodes in
different parts is ce0serverðs1Þ ¼ ce0serverðs2Þ, which is the
value of a cut. Since J ¼

P
wðeÞ, "e 2 E in graph

GN, J is equal to cv0ðs1Þ þ cv0ðs2Þ þ ce0serverðs1Þ and is
a fixed value. If a partition satisfies ce0serverðs1ÞP M ,
then 1

2
ðcv0ðs1Þþ cv0ðs2ÞÞ 6 1

2
ðJ �MÞ ¼ K. Thus given

that each node can be covered by both s1 and s2, if
we have a solution (a cut) for Question 2, then
1
2

P2
i¼1cv0ðsiÞ 6 K. This implies that the cut of the par-

tition is at least M, which is the solution for the MAX

CUT NP-complete problem. h

Fig. 4(a) shows the maximum cut partition of the
graph in Fig. 3(a) assuming that every mobile node
locates within the transmission range of each mobile ser-
ver. Given the maximum cut value M = 23, we have an
answer for Question 2 with K ¼ 1

2
fcv0ðs1Þ þ cv0ðs2Þg ¼

1
2
f10þ 4g ¼ 7.

Theorem 4.3. The problem described in Question 3 is NP-

complete.
Proof 4.

1. The problem is NP. Given a partition we can easily ver-
ify it in polynomial time.

2. We show that a known NP-complete problem (MINI-

MUM CUT INTO BOUNDED SETS problem in [18])
can be transformed into an instance of Question 3. The
MINIMUM CUT INTO BOUNDED SETS problem is
defined as follows:INSTANCE. Graph G = (V 0,E 0),
weight u(e) 2 Z+ for each e 2 E 0, specified vertices
s, t 2 V, positive integer B 6 jVj, positive integer
M.QUESTION. Is there a partition of V 0 into disjoint
sets V1 and V2 such that s 2 V1, t 2 V2, jV1— 6 B,
—V2j 6 B, and such that the sum of the weights of the
edges from E 0 that have one endpoint in V1 and one end-
point in V2 is no more than M?

3. Given an instance of the MINIMUM CUT INTO

BOUNDED SETS problem, we build an instance of
Question 3 as follows: Let the mobile server number be
n = 2. Suppose that two mobile servers are s1 and s2

(VS = {s1, s2}) with a connecting edge e12 (ES = {e12}).
From graph G, let J ¼

P
8e2E0uðeÞ and be the weight of

cv,ce for each mobile server, i.e., cv(s1) = cv(s2) =
ce(e12) = J. Let graph GN be isomorphic to graph G, that
is E = E 0, VN = V 0, and "e 2 E 0, its corresponding edge
in E has the same weight w(e) = u(e). We build C of
graph GN such that each mobile server can only cover
B number of nodes. These B nodes are randomly
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selected except that node s is only covered by mobile ser-
ver s1 while node t is only covered by mobile server s2.
Graph GN and GS are completely constructed. Let
K = M. The building of the instance of Question 3 is
done in polynomial time. If we solve the problem for
Question 3, we can find a solution for the MINIMUM
CUT INTO BOUNDED SETS problem. Since there
are only two mobile servers, ce0serverðs1; s2Þ denotes the
capacity of a cut. The capacity less than or equal to K

is an answer for Question 3. If we have a solution to
Question 3, we find a partition that makes
ce0serverðs1; s2Þ ¼ K. This is also a partition with a capacity
no more than M = K for the MINIMUM CUT INTO

BOUNDED SETS problem and the covered nodes
inside each part is less than or equal to B. h

We show a solution for the minimum cut problem in
Fig. 4(b) given the graph GN in Fig. 3(a). In this example,
d is assigned to mobile server s1 and f to mobile server s2.
The minimum cut has the capacity of 9 and provides a
valid partition to Question 3 with K = 9.
5. Algorithms

In this section, we present heuristic and exhaustive
algorithms for solving the partitioning problem of map-
ping a set of nodes (mobile nodes) to another set of nodes
(mobile servers). This problem under given graph con-
straints is an NP-complete problem. Thus, it is possible
to generate an optimal solution by exhaustively exploring
all possible partitions, such as the presented MINcut and
MAXcv algorithms, in a small system that has fewer
mobile nodes and servers. However, in the real world,
an exhaustive approach would not be a practical
approach to the partitioning problem, which may contain
a large number of communication units. In a large sys-
tem, we show three heuristic algorithms, i.e., ANS,
GREEDY, and IGREEDY, to obtain valid mappings.
All three algorithms seek to cover more mobile nodes
within the constraints of limited resources. A better-
designed algorithm would compute a valid partition with
a lower overhead yet at the same time would provide cov-
erage for a large number of mobile nodes even in a
dynamic environment. To help in understanding, we pro-
vide an example showing how all proposed algorithms
can be applied to the partitioning problem in a wireless
network environment. Three heuristic algorithms, ANS,
GREEDY, and IGREEDY can be applied in a large-scale
adaptive wireless network.

• ANS. Assign a mobile Node to an available Server.
• GREEDY. Assign a mobile node to the server that has

the most available bandwidth.
• IGREEDY. Assign a mobile node to a server to maxi-

mally maintain the system’s overall available
bandwidth.
Given a small wireless system, exhaustive approaches
can be applied as follows.

• MINcut. Compare all possible partitions and select the
one that has the maximum number of mobile nodes cov-
ered. If there is a tie, the partition that generates the
minimum cut value will be chosen first.

• MAXcv. Compare all possible partitions and select the
one that has the maximum number of mobile nodes cov-
ered. If there is a tie, the partition that maximizes the
minimum value of cv(si) � cv 0(si) among all mobile serv-
ers will be chosen first.

The MINcut approach provides a solution to Question 3
while the MAXcv approach provides a solution to Question
1 (Questions 1 and 3 are posed in Section 3). The MINcut

approach seeks to accommodate the largest number of
mobile nodes that acquire full support in a wireless system.
It also emphasizes the minimum cut value of a partition.
The MAXcv approach, however, search for a solution to
maximize the value of cv(si) � cv 0(si) of each mobile server.
Note that we do not propose any exhaustive approaches to
solve Question 2 because when the overall consumed band-
width of cv 0 is small in a partition, the consumed band-
width ce 0 would be large and we assume that ce

bandwidth resources are more stringent.
5.1. ANS algorithm

Given a mobile node connection graph GN =
ÆVN,EN,w,Cæ and a mobile server network graph GS =
ÆVS,ES,ce,cvæ, let node vi be in the transmission range of
k mobile servers from si1 to sik , which means C(vi) =
fsi1 ; si2 ; . . . ; sikg. The ANS algorithm is described as follows
and every node itself can acquire a network access as in the
Partition step:

1. Initialization. Generate a node set Vall, which contains
all nodes in GN (Vall = VN).

2. Partition. Arbitrarily remove a node vi from node set
Vall. From C(vi) we randomly select a server si1 . Node
vi is assigned to mobile server si1 when the communica-
tion requirements of node vi are all met. Otherwise, we
continue to test other available mobile servers in the
set C(vi) until node vi is covered. If none of them satisfies
requirements of vi, node vi can not be assigned to any
mobile servers.

3. If Vall „ ;, go to step 2.

Assuming that n = jVNj and s = jVSj, let the maximum
edge degree be ed in graph GN. Then the computational
complexity for ANS algorithm is O(n Æ s Æ ed). The asymp-
totic complexity of assigning node vi in step 2 is O(s Æ ed)
because there are at most s mobile servers tested for node
vi. In each test, all connecting edges of vi are investigated
and there are at most ed edges. The ANS algorithm ends
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after n iterations since n nodes must be removed from Vall.
Its computational complexity is O(n Æ s Æ ed).
5.2. GREEDY algorithm

The difference between algorithm GREEDY and ANS is
in Step 2. In the GREEDY algorithm, Step 2 is redefined as
follows.

Partition. Arbitrarily remove a node vi from the node set
Vall. From all candidate mobile servers in C(vi), we assign
node vi to the mobile server that has the most free band-
width. If the assignment satisfies all bandwidth require-
ments from node vi, go to Step 3. Otherwise, we continue
to test all other non-tested mobile servers in the set C(vi),
in descending order starting from the one that has the max-
imum free bandwidth until node vi is covered. If none of
them satisfies requirements of vi, node vi cannot be assigned
to any mobile server and thus is not covered.

The free bandwidth of a mobile server si is calculated by
c � ðcvðsiÞ � cv0ðsiÞÞ þ ð1� cÞ � ð

P
8j 6¼iceserverðsi; sjÞ � ce0server

ðsiÞÞ, where 0 6 c 6 1 and can be adjusted during the
mobile node assignment process. The computational com-
plexity of the GREEDY algorithm is the same as that of the
ANS, O(n Æ s Æ ed).
5.3. IGREEDY algorithm

We improve the GREEDY algorithm to the IGREEDY

algorithm. The improvement is achieved through the
mobile node assignment sequence. Given a node vi, jC(vi)j
shows how many mobile server candidates are available.
Instead using an arbitrary mobile node assignment
sequence as in the ANS and GREEDY algorithms, we first
assign a node whose jC(vi)j is small. Let Node(i) (0 6 i 6

jVSj) be a node set which is initially reset to be empty.
The IGREEDY algorithm can be described as follows.

1. Initialization. Generate a node set Vall, which contains
all nodes in GN (Vall = VN). Let Level = 0, and s = jVSj.

2. Remove all mobile nodes vi 2 VN whose jC(vi)j = Level

from Vall. Add them to the node set Node(Level).
3. From node set Node(Level), remove node vi such that if

we validly assign it to a mobile server, the new system
cost

Ps
i¼1ðcv0ðsiÞ þ ce0serverðsiÞÞ increases minimally.

4. If Node(Level) „ ;, go to Step 3. Otherwise,
Level = Level + 1.

5. If Vall „ ;, go to Step 2.

Note that in Step 3 if node vi cannot be assigned to any
mobile servers, this node is directly deleted from Node(Le-

vel). Among all nodes in the node set Node(Level), the node
that incurs the smallest increment to the system costPs

i¼1ðcv0ðsiÞ þ ce0serverðsiÞÞ will be assigned to a mobile ser-
ver first. If there are two or more mobile servers that can
cover vi and incur the same smallest increment to the sys-
tem cost, we arbitrarily choose one. The next node to be
assigned follows the same principle of minimally increasing
the system cost.

The IGREEDY algorithm has the computational com-
plexity of O(n2 Æ s Æ ed). Let e = jENj. The computational
complexity of calculating the system cost (

Ps
i¼1ðcv0ðsiÞþ

ce0serverðsiÞÞ) is no more than the complexity of scanning
all edges that have been covered by mobile servers during
the mapping process. Thus, the calculation time of system
cost is O(e). In Step 3, finding the node that creates the new
smallest system cost requires time O(jNode(Level)j Æ s Æ e).
This is because each node in the node set Node(Level)
requires the computation time O(s Æ e) to find its smallest
system cost since it can be assigned to one of s candidate
mobile servers and each assignment requires a system cost
calculation O(e). Searching for the smallest cost in the node
set Node(Level) requires another time O(jNode(Level)j).
Therefore, the computational complexity in Step 3 is
O(jNode(Level)j Æ s Æ ed) to remove a node from the node
set Node(Level). In total, —Node(Level)— number of
nodes must be removed, which implies that the computa-
tion time from Step 3 to Step 4 is O(jNode(Level)j2 Æ s Æ
ed). In the IGREEDY algorithm, n nodes are removed from
the node set Vall and the total computational complexity
becomes Oðð

Ps
Level¼0 j NodeðLevelÞj2Þ � s � edÞ 6O(n2 Æ s Æ ed)

(*
Ps

Level¼0 j NodeðLevelÞ j¼ n).
6. Performance evaluation

In this section, we show the performance evaluation of
the five proposed algorithms. The algorithms were mea-
sured in two systems, the small system and the large sys-
tem. It is possible to test all five algorithms in a small
system that has fewer mobile nodes and mobile servers,
including MINcut or MAXcv algorithms using exhaustive
approaches. To derive a valid partition in a large-scale sys-
tem, it is practical to apply the heuristic algorithms ANS,
GREEDY and IGREEDY. An effective partitioning algo-
rithm should have more mobile nodes serviced in a
dynamic wireless environment. Through simulations, we
analyze the effectiveness of every algorithm in terms of
how many mobile nodes are covered within an interval.
6.1. Simulation systems

To test the proposed algorithms we used two types of
simulation environments, the small system and the large
system. In a simulation environment with fewer mobile
nodes (e.g., a small system), we evaluated all five algo-
rithms. The heuristic algorithms ANS, GREEDY and
IGREEDY have polynomial complexities whereas MINcut

and MAXcv exhaustively search for an optimal solution.
Thus, in a larger system with more mobile nodes and serv-
ers it becomes impossible to quickly deliver a partition
using MINcut and MAXcv. Since the partitioning problem
is NP-complete (Section 4), these two methods would
require a huge amount of time to generate an optimal
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solution by exhaustive searching. The two simulation envi-
ronments are described in detail in the following.

• Small system. Inside a small system, two mobile servers
had fixed centers and could communicate with each
other within a transmission radius of 50 meters. There
were 10 mobile nodes, which were randomly scattered
in a rectangle area of 135 (meters) * 80 (meters).

• Large system. A large system was composed of
30 � 100 mobile nodes and 5 � 11 mobile servers. All
nodes were randomly scattered in a rectangle area by
150 (meters) * 150 (meters), while the centers of all
mobile servers were uniformly scattered in a small
rectangle area by 110 (meters)* 110 (meters). The
transmission radius of a mobile server was fixed at
50 m. Edge connections among mobile nodes were
arbitrarily chosen and edge weights were randomly
given in the range [1,6] (meters).

Both systems shared some common parameters. Each
mobile server had the same bandwidth capacity cv. The
configured cv and ce values could vary in simulations to
observe their impact. The center positions of mobile servers
remained fixed during experiments while mobile nodes
were able to move freely. If a node moved away from its
current mobile server, it needed to find a new one to con-
tinue its service. During simulations, we randomly gener-
ated new wireless communication systems in an iteration
and each tested iteration lasted for 10,000 time slots. Each
mobile node constantly checked its state and could request
service provided from an available close mobile server dur-
ing one iteration.

The performance of an algorithm in generating a parti-
tion is measured by how many nodes are not covered dur-
ing a simulation interval. A good partition resulting from
an algorithm should have a larger number of mobile nodes
that have their communication requirements supported. In
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Fig. 5. Ten mobile nodes arbitrarily
the following, we applied all 5 algorithms, i.e., ANS,
GREEDY, IGREEDY, MINcut and MAXcv, in a small
wireless communication system but only the first 3 in a
large system. Given a newly generated network topology
in one iteration, every algorithm could yield a distinct par-
tition result. Note that when mobile nodes are moving,
some nodes may become isolated without service support
because they roam away from their current service areas.
The initial partition of resources will definitely impact the
future coverage of such roaming nodes. A good initial par-
tition in a wireless system where mobile nodes can move
freely should have fewer nodes that are not covered by
any mobile server.

6.2. Small system

In this section, we first show an example for the parti-
tion in a small system and demonstrate that how previously
proposed five algorithms are applied. Then we compare the
performance of different partition algorithms in a small
system in detail.

Fig. 5 illustrates a small system in which ten mobile
nodes are arbitrarily distributed in a rectangle area by
135 (meters) * 80 (meters). Routing services are provided
by two mobile servers a and b. The edge weight of two
mobile nodes shows the bandwidth requirement between
them. The total edge weight in the mobile node connection
graph is 41. Two mobile servers have the same transmission
radius of 50 meters and they are in each other’s transmis-
sion range. Let two mobile servers have the same band-
width capacity with cv = 16 and ce(eab) = 17. In a valid
mapping, if a mobile server covers an edge e, its cv 0 value
is increased by the edge weight w(e). If two nodes x,y with
a connecting edge exy are mapped into different mobile
servers a and b, the value of ce 0(a) and ce 0(b) are increased
by w(exy). Otherwise, at least one node will not be covered
by any mobile server.
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Table 1 shows the partition results using five different
algorithms. Each algorithm generates a distinct solution.
As can be seen in the rightmost column, mobile node 3 is
out of the transmission range of any mobile server and can-
not be covered by any method. Column ce 0 shows the
capacity consumption of mobile servers for all five algo-
rithms. In terms of the used cv 0 and ce 0, MINcut has the
smallest ce 0 cost (11) while MAXcv has the largest unused
bandwidth (cv � cv 0 = 6) left for both mobile servers. This
is consistent with their approaches. Partitioning results
show that the MINcut, MAXcv and GREEDY algorithms
have an initial better mapping of mobile nodes to servers
with only one node not covered.

Table 2 shows the simulation results for the five algo-
rithms where the data illustrates the average number of
mobile nodes not covered per iteration. We get these results
by running simulations in one, five, and ten iterations. The
result from a simulation with more iterations can accu-
rately show the impact from a partitioning algorithm.
Under constraints of transmission range and available
bandwidth of each mobile server, the ANS algorithm
yielded the worst result while MINcut had the best to pro-
vide coverage of more mobile nodes. In one iteration, algo-
rithms MINcut, MAXcv, GREEDY and IGREEDY had the
same result (6,061) because they produced the same initial
partition with given graphs. When we conducted simula-
tions in more iterations, they failed to cover a similar num-
ber of nodes. This implies that in a large-scale wireless
communication system GREEDY and IGREEDY algo-
rithms can be efficient partitioning techniques to replace
exhaustively searching methods, such as MINcut and
MAXcv. The simulation result of the IGREEDY algorithm
showed that only 1.1 nodes had not been covered in one
time slot during 10 iterations. We attribute this to the
bandwidth and transmission range constraints of mobile
servers.
Table 1
Partition results for five algorithms

Algorithms Mobile server a Mobile server b ce 0 Nodes not
coveredCovered

nodes
cv 0 Covered

nodes
cv 0

ANS 0,1,2,4,5 14 6,8,9 0 15 3,7
MINcut 0,2,7,9 11 1,4,5,6,8 15 11 3
MAXcv 0,2,5,7 10 1,4,6,8,9 10 17 3
GREEDY 2,5,7,9 12 0,1,4,6,8 9 16 3
IGREEDY 2,4,7 5 0,1,6,8,9 4 13 3,5

Table 2
Average number of mobile nodes not covered in a small system per
iteration

Algorithms ANS MINcut MAXcv GREEDY IGREEDY

1 iteration 16,061 6061 6061 6061 6061
5 iterations 12,757 6601 9616 10,185 8807

10 iterations 14,246 9548 11,055 11,321 11,020
6.3. Large system

In a large system, we compare the performance of the
ANS, GREEDY and IGREEDY algorithms and evaluate
the impact of different parameters in the system configura-
tion. The parameters consist of the number of mobile
nodes jVNj, the number of servers jVSj, the node weight

ratio acv that is proportional to

P
cvðvsÞP
wðeiÞ

, and the edge weight

ratio ace that is proportional to

P
ceðesÞP
wðeiÞ

. Fig. 6 shows the

topology of a generated large system that contains a ran-
domly created mobile node connection graph with 50
nodes and a mobile server network graph with 10 servers
(represented by dark filled rectangles). In a large simulated
system, it is possible that some mobile servers cannot
directly communicate with each other. To successfully
build a channel between two remote mobile servers, a path
could be constructed in which other mobile servers func-
tioned as intermediate relay routers. All mobile servers
along a constructed path would have an increased ce 0 value
by the weight of a supported link. During the simulation
for the GREEDY and IGREEDY methods, we find the
shortest path between two mobile servers in the mobile ser-
ver network graph whenever a communication link
requires a relay path. We define the shortest path to be
the one that contains the smallest number of mobile
servers.

We first show the simulation results of three algorithms,
i.e., ANS, GREEDY and IGREEDY, in a large system with
30 nodes and 5 mobile servers. Fig. 7 shows the detailed
results of these three algorithms that illustrates the accu-
mulated number of nodes not covered in the ith iteration.
As seen from Fig. 7, the curve of the IGREEDY algorithm
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Fig. 6. A randomly generated large simulation system.
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to represent the number of nodes not served by any mobile
server is always below the ones of the other two. In this
new environment of a large system, the IGREEDY algo-
rithm produced better graph partitions than ANS and
GREEDY algorithms did.

Table 3 shows the accumulated number of nodes not
covered in different iterations. We can conclude that the
IGREEDY algorithm reduced up to 55.2% (50;899�22;794

50;899
) of

nodes not covered by any mobile server compared with
the ANS algorithm and only had 2.2 nodes not covered
per time slot among 30 mobile nodes. The IGREEDY algo-
rithm failed to cover nodes in a similar percentage that is
11% (1.1/10) in the simulated small system and 7.3%
(2.2/30) in the simulated large system.

We repeated the test of these three algorithms by
increasing cv and ce values by 50% for each mobile server.
Table 4 shows the new results. The increased bandwidth of
mobile servers will consequently reduce the number of
nodes without provided service in most cases. Although
in one iteration under arbitrarily generated network graphs
the new results in Table 4 might not be better than the
results in Table 3, more system resources can reduce the
number of nodes not covered when we conducted simula-
tions in more iterations, which can be demonstrated as less
Table 3
Average number of mobile nodes not covered in a large system per
iteration

Algorithms ANS GREEDY IGREEDY

1 iteration 31,731 16,548 6826
5 iterations 54,185 39,048 28,635

10 iterations 50,899 31,521 22,794

Table 4
Average number of mobile nodes not covered per iteration given more
system resources

Algorithms ANS GREEDY IGREEDY

1 iteration 51,635 34,112 11,635
5 iterations 35,548 25,036 17,202

10 iterations 28,809 21,619 13,919
number of nodes in Table 4 in 10 iterations than in Table 3.
Fig. 8 shows the accumulated number of nodes without ser-
vice in this newly tested environment with more system
bandwidth capacity in detail.

Then, we show the impact of system configurations on
the performance of algorithms ANS, GREEDY and IGRE-
EDY. Fig. 9 shows the impact from the variance of mobile
nodes. The curves display the accumulated number of
nodes not covered with the number of mobile nodes
increased from 30 to 100, in which we set the number of
servers to be jVSj = 10 in 10,000 iterations. We can see that
the accumulated number of nodes not covered increases
along with the increment of mobile nodes. This is because
the bandwidth capacity cv and ce of each server is fixed,
which leads to the decrease of average available resources
for each node. Therefore, an iteration with a large number
of nodes could make a few mobile nodes not able to
acquire the service provided by the server. Both GREEDY

and IGREEDY have a better performance than ANS does,
which is constant with Fig. 7.

Fig. 10 shows the impact from the variance of mobile
servers. The curves display the accumulated number of
nodes not covered given the number of mobile servers
resources.
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varied from 5 to 11 in 10,000 iterations with jVNj = 50. The
accumulated number of nodes not covered decreases dra-
matically with the addition of mobile servers at the begin-
ning, and arrives at a stable minimum when jVSj = 10.
More servers can provide more resources, which is helpful
to cover more nodes. However, this trend becomes flat
when the number of servers is great than 10, which is the
result of uncovered nodes due to their locations out of
the server coverage area.
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Fig. 11. The accumulated number of nodes not covered: (a) edge weight
ratio ace; (b) node weight ratio acv.
Simulation results also show that the available band-
width capacities ce,cv of mobile servers have a direct
impact on partition results of ANS, GREEDY and
IGREEDY algorithms, where cv stands for the available
intra-server communication bandwidth while ce stands
for the available inter-server communication bandwidth.
The settings of ce and cv are denoted by ace and acv, respec-
tively. Fig. 11 shows the accumulated number of nodes not
covered when jVSj = 10 and jVNj = 50. Fig. 11(a) displays
the simulation result when the value of ace is increasing
from 0.2 to 1.3 when acv is set to be 1. Fig. 11(b) displays
the impact from acv when ace is set to be 1.3. The curves
of all three algorithms move downward when either ace

or acv becomes larger, which complies with theoretical anal-
ysis that the more system resources available, the less num-
ber of uncovered mobile nodes the system will yield from
partitions.
7. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the partitioning problem in a
large-scale wireless communication system, which aims at
providing communication services to a large number of
mobile units. Effective partitioning is particularly impor-
tant when resources are limited, for example when there
is only a limited number of mobile servers and when the
transmission range of the mobile servers is short. To accu-
rately describe a dynamically changing wireless system, we
used two graphs, a mobile node connection graph and a
mobile server network graph. Central to the partitioning
problem is the issues of the valid assignment of mobile
nodes to mobile servers, a problem for which searching
for an optimal solution is proved to be NP-hard. The
assignment problem becomes more difficult when mobile
nodes and servers are able to move freely and to be
inserted/deleted dynamically. We proposed five algorithms
MINcut, MAXcv, ANS, GREEDY and IGREEDY. MINcut

and MAXcv exhaustively search for the best solution under
given conditions while ANS, GREEDY and IGREEDY are
heuristic algorithms. Simulation results show that
GREEDY and IGREEDY algorithms can be applied effi-
ciently to realistic large-scale wireless communication sys-
tems and can also provide a good partition.
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